Hard exclusive electroproduction of two pions and their resonances by Polyakov, M V


































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Here, n is a light{like vector (n
2
= 0), which we take as n

= (1; 0; 0; 1). For any vector, V , the \plus"
light{cone coordinate is dened as V
+



















is the total momentumof the nal state. Finally, T
is a avor matrix (T = 1 for the isosinglet, T = 
3
=2 for the isovector 2DA). The generalized distribution
amplitudes, eq. (3), depend on the following kinematical variables: the quark momentum fraction with





























 Symmetries and normalization: From the C-parity one can easily derive the following symmetry



























































For the isoscalar 2DA 
I=0




























) is a pion form factor of quark
part of energy momentum tensor normalized by F
EMT

(0) = 1. In ref. [1] this form factor was estimated


















+ : : : ;
where f

= 93 MeV is a pion decay constant.
 Double decomposition in conformal and partial waves : Let us decompose 2DA's in eigen-
functions of the ERBL [8] evolution equation (Gegenbauer polynomials C
3=2
n
(2z   1)) and in partial
waves of produced pions (Gegenbauer polynomials C
1=2
l
(2   1)). Generically the decomposition (for






















(2   1): (7)
Using symmetry properties Eq. (5) we see that the index n goes over even (odd) and index l goes over















 Relations of 2DA's to quark distribution in a pion : By crossing symmetry the 2DA's are






































(; ; t) ;











normalized by (n  (p
0
+ p)) = 2. By crossing symmetry we can easily express the moments of
skewed distributions to coeÆcients B
nl









































If we take the forward limit in this formula, we obtain the relations between moments of quark distribu-








































for even N ; (10)
where A
N




















= 1 what corresponds to nor-










 Evolution : The Gegenbauer polynomials C
3=2
n
(2z   1) are eigenfunctions of the ERBL [8] evolution
equation and hence the coeÆcients B
nl




















































From the decomposition Eq. (7) and Eq. (11) we can make a simple prediction for the ratio of the
hard P  and F  waves production amplitudes of pions in the reaction 

p ! 2p at asymptotically
large virtuality of the incident photon Q
2















or generically for the 2k+ 1 wave:













 Soft pion theorems for two-pion distribution amplitudes relate 2DA's to distribution ampli-
tude of one pion:
2
To see this one has to use additionally soft pion theorem (15) for isoscalar 2DA
3
I=1
(z;  = 1;m
2

= 0) =  
I=1
(z;  = 0;m
2






(z) is a one pion DA. The analogous theorem for an isoscalar part of the 2DA's has the form:

I=0
(z;  = 1;m
2

= 0) = 
I=0
(z;  = 0;m
2

= 0) = 0 : (15)






) (see Eq. (7)) and the
coeÆcients of expansion of the pion DA in Gegenbauer polynomials
'



























 Dispersion relations and their solution for 2DA's: The 2 DA's are generically complex func-







2DA's develop the imaginary part corresponding to the contribution of on-shell intermediate states (2,






the imaginary part is related to the pion-pion scattering amplitude



















































































































































A great advantage of the solution Eq. (20) is that it gives the 2DA's in a wide range of energies in terms
of known  phase shifts and a few subtraction constants (usually two is suÆcient). The key observation




! 0. In the low energy region they can be computed using the eective chiral lagrangian.
 Amplitudes of  resonances production: We give here an example how  meson distribution
amplitude can be expressed in terms of 2DA. General formula for DA's of resonances with any spin
can be found in [1]. In [1] we obtained the following expression for the coeÆcients of the expansion of 
meson DA in Gegenbauer polynomials
'
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where the subtraction constants c
(nl)
k







































The normalization constants f


















Here we quote the result for the chirally even  meson DA extracted from 2DA using Eqs. (21,23)
and values of low-energy subtraction constants calculated using eective chiral lagrangian ( see details
and results of these calculations in refs. [6, 1]) :
'






(2z   1)   0:01C
3=2
4
(2z   1) + : : :

; (24)
with normalization constant f

= 190 MeV according to Eq. (23) in a good agreement with experimental
value f

= 195  7 MeV [14]. The  meson DA's were the subject of the QCD sum rules calculations
[12, 13], our result Eq. (24) is in a qualitative disagreement with the results of QCD sum rule calculations,
the sign of a
2
obtained here is opposite to the QCD sum rules predictions a
()
2




= 0:08 0:02, a
()
4
=  0:08 0:03 [13] (these results refer to normalization point  = 1 GeV). Let
us note that actually our sign of a
()
2
follows from: 1) soft pion theorem (14) 2) the relation of B
N 1;N












) (see eq.(21)) and
4) the fact that a
()
2



































what is satised in the model and seems
phenomenologically.
 QCD parametrization of two pion spectrum in diractive two pion production: The depen-
dence of the two-pion hard production amplitude on the m








































production). In the above equations we showed also




, which is governed by the ERBL evolution
equation [8].
For the hard exclusive reactions o nucleon at small x
Bj
(see e:g: recent measurements [7]) the
production of two pions in the isoscalar channel is strongly suppressed relative to the isovector channel
because the former is mediated by C-parity odd exchange. At asymptotically large Q
2
one can use the

































mass spectrum in the hard electroproduction process at small x
Bj
and asymptotically large Q
2
should



















)j(2   1) : (29)































































































































































We see that the deviation of the  invariant mass spectrum from its asymptotic form Eq. (29) in this










the pion e.m. form factor and the  phase shifts{are known from low-energy experiments. In principle,
using the parametrization (31) one can extract the values of these low-energy parameters from the shape
of  spectrum (not absolute cross section!) in diractive production experiments. Knowing them one






















from their asymptotic form 6z(1   z), as well as the normalization constants for the DA of isovector
resonances of spin three.
In analysis of experiments on two pion diractive production o nucleon (see e.g. [7]) the non-resonant
background is described by Soding parametrization [16], which takes into account rescattering of produced
pions on nal nucleon. Let us note however that in a case of hard (Q
2
!1) diractive production the
nal state interaction of pions with residual nucleon is suppressed by powers of 1=Q
2
relative to the
leading twist amplitude. Here we proposed alternative leading-twist parametrization (31) describing the
so-called \skewing" of two pion spectrum.
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